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for a small electric plant for lighting the yard. There will be 30

stoQe and lime) (2,050 tons), other important ones being cotton

goods, rice, manufactured iron and steel and kerosene. The largest

of the exports was Indian corn and other grains (1,561 tons), and

the only others of any account were raw skins and potatoes.

A review of the report for the preceding year was published in

the Railroad Gazette of August 26, 1904.

NEW PUBLICATIONS.

Advanced Mechanical JJraicinu.—By Alpha Pierce Jamison, M.E., Assistant

Professor of Mechanical Druwing, Purdue University. New York : John

Wiley & Sons. 1005. Cloth, 5 in. x 9 in.; 177 pages; 27 full page

plates and 117 figures. Price, $2.

Professor Jamison has made a contribution to the already numer-
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ous works on this subject. This book is devoted to the advanced

stages of mechanical drawing only and does not treat of the funda-

mental principle, such as the proper methods of handling the in-

struments, etc.; nor does it treat of design, it being preliminary

to this subject. It consists principally of a series of progressive

notes which are calculated to impart a working knowledge of the

principles of graphic representation and at the same time a number

of examples are offered which will acquaint the student with the

conventions of the art. Part I is intended for the freshman year

and contains three chapters on the following subjects: Isometric

drawing, cavalier projection, shadows and perspective drawing.

Part II is intended for the sophomore year and is to be used in con-

nection with the class room and lecture work in descriptive geom-

etry. It contains two chapters which treat of theoretical and prac-

tical problems in both plane and perspective drawing, such as

developments, practical perspective, lettering, etc. The discussions

are brief and clearly written, and the illustrations throughout are

excellent. The work no doubt will be of great value when used,

as Intended, in class room work.

TRADE CATALOGUES.

The Ganz System of Electric Traction.—The Railway Electric

Power Company, New York, sends a 30-page catalogue 11 in. x 14 in.

descriptive of the Ganz three-phase alternating current traction

system. A detailed description and illustrations of the apparatus

used is given, and particular mention is made of the results obtained

from its three years' use abroad. A full detailed description of this

system as used on the Valtellina line, a part of the Adriatic system

of the Italian Government railroads, was given in the Railroad

Gazette September 30, 1904.

Pilot Couplers.—The Washburn Coupler Co., Minneapolis, Minn.,

is sending out an illustrated sheet showing its locomotive pilot coup-

lers. The styles are illustrated on one side of the sheet by half-

tone engravings showing the application to the pilot, and on the

reverse side by detailed drawings. Schedules of parts also are given.

Car Journal Lubricators.—The Harrison-Williams Co., Toledo,

Ohio, sends a small illustrated booklet in which is given a detailed

description and illustrations of the Harrison car journal lubricator.

A short talk on car journal lubrication is also given and the ad-

vantages derived from the use of this device are set forth.

CONTRIBUTIONS

The Cost of Locomotive General Repairs.

New York, Sept. 9, 1903.

To the Editor of the Railroad Gazette:

With reference to Mr. Geo. R. Henderson's article on "Locomo-

tive Operation" in your Sept. 8 number, we do not quite understand

his statement in regard to the cost of general repairs. He gives

the impression that the cost of general repairs would average about

one cent per mile. The cost for locomotive repairs on various

railroads is as follows:

Per mile.

Pennsylvania Railroad. 1903 7.74 cts.

Chicago & Alton. 1903 G.35 "

Louisville & Nashville. 1903 6.96 "

Northern Pacific. 1903 7.24 "
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series arc-lights and 350 16-c.p. incandescents; the latter will take

current from the arc circuit through transformers. The electric

plant will have a capacity for a 20 per cent, increase in this load.

The terminal headquarters will be in a building adjacent to the

northbound hump. For the present, all switches will be manually

operated.' The mileage of the yards when finally completed will be

in excess of 30 miles, and their capacity 4,550 cars. The grading

for the two yards amounted to upwards 111,000 cu. yds., and almost

all of the material used in the construction is new. The switching

leads are of 85-lb. steel throughout and the remaining rail is of 70-lb.

The plans were prepared under the direction of Mr. W. S.

Dawley, Engineer Maintenance of Way; Messrs. R. Y. Maxen, R. H.

Howard and M. Hoffman assisting. Mr. Percy Jones is resident
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engineer in charge of the work.

Disastrous Wreck on the Manhattan Elevated.

On the morning of Monday, September 11, about 7 o'clock, a

southbound passenger train on the Manhattan Elevated • Railroad,

New York City, was derailed at a sharp curve at Fifty-third street

and Ninth avenue, in consequence of running through the curve at

high speed, and the second car of the train was overturned and fell

to the street below, about 15 feet. The car was packed with pas-

sengers, probably from 75 to 100 men and women, and a few chil-

dren, and eight parsons were killed in the fall. Four others died

within a few hours, and there were 50 or more injuries besides

these, some of them probably fatal.

The conductor of the train, riding on the forward platform of

the second car, escaped. The motorman also escaped, and absconded.

The third car was thrown part way off the structure and struck

the dwelling house at the corner of Ninth avenue and Fifty-third

street; and most of its occupants got out by crawling into this

dwelling, through a second-story window. The roof of the second

car was ruptured, as the car fell over, and some of the victims fell

out of the opening and to the ground in advance of the car and

were crushed by it. The first car of the train, a motor, and heavier

than th.3 second and thirds was not derailed:

What are called the Sixth avenue and the Ninth avenue lines

of the Manhattan Elevated Railway (operated by the Interborough

Rapid Transit Company) are one and the same line from the north-

ern terminus at 155th street southward to Fifty-third street. Here

Sixth avenue trains turn eastward through a curve of 125 ft. radius.

Disk signals 50 ft. back, and 500 ft. back, indicate the position of the

switch. The train which was wrecked was bound for Ninth avenue,

and as the Ninth avenue line is straight at the junction no reduction

of speed is necessary; but the switch was set for the Sixth ave-

nue line, and the motorman, disregarding the indication of the

signal, went on as though his route were clear. It is said that

the speed was 20 or 25 miles an hour. The signalman says

that the indicators on the top of the front car of the train indi-

cated a Sixth avenue train, and he set the switch accordingly.

Immediately after the accident these indicators were found set to

show Ninth avenue. To change them from one position to the other

is but the work of a moment, the disks being turned by a handle

projecting downward through the hood over the platform of the car.

It is said that two or three men (passengers) riding in the

first car noticed the motorman's error, before he passed the stop

signal, and shouted to him. Stories are printed to the effect that

the motorman claimed that the switch was turned immediately in

front of him, too late to permit him to stop, but these are as yet

unverified.

The following details of the accident are taken from the re-

port of the New York Sun: The racket was fiendish. The wheels

of the second car jammed over on to the third rail. This caused

an explosion and a flash of electric flames which shot up past the

windows of the toppling car and dazzled people blocks away. The

men and women who filled the train screamed helplessly. Those in

the second car, which was turning over, were silent for two or

three heartbeats; then, realizing their situation, they shrieked hor-

